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I hope everyone has had an enjoyable summer season and hopefully most of us were able to take some vacation to
enjoy family and friends. I’m pleased to report that USCS operations continue to perform well with strong occupancy
levels and excellent throughput numbers. As we move into busiest quarter of the year, I want to thank all our
associates in advance for their efforts to meet the seasonal needs of our customers during the upcoming months.
During the past quarter, I realize that I also was extremely busy visiting USCS facilities and attending industry events.
For the first time in a few years, I returned to our Lake City, FL, facility where General Manager Paul Boartfield,
Operations Manager Keith Rigdon, and the entire team are doing an excellent job. As a result of their constant
dedication to customer service, we’ve been able to grow and expand that business. In fact, one indication of this is
that USCS Lake City just received Gorton’s top refrigerated cold storage warehouse award (see article, page 6).
I attended the Global Cold Chain Expo in Chicago, where we maintained a strong presence and met with many
customers at our Expo booth. This event is growing and improving each year and we look forward to participating
next year with continued improvements to the event.
While in Chicago, I also visited our Minooka, IL, and Wilmington, IL, facilities. Both warehouses were extremely busy
and I was impressed with our teams at both locations. Employee engagement is excellent and housekeeping and
sanitation at both warehouses is a model for anyone in the industry. Congratulations to General Managers Matt Reed
(Minooka) and Greg Rohrbaugh (Wilmington) for their cooperation and sharing of resources—whenever necessary—
to ensure best-in-class customer service at both locations.
I took the opportunity to visit our McDonough, GA, warehouse and again was extremely impressed with how well
General Manager Mike Irvin and his team operate the facility. In the course of one short year, they have truly
developed a USCS culture in the Atlanta market. In fact, their success has created even more demand and I’m
pleased to say we are breaking ground for a second warehouse in McDonough.
I also visited the Nashville, TN, area and both our USCS LaVergne and USCS Smyrna
warehouses are running very well. Judging by the staff and customer service, it’s easy
to see that General Managers Marlon Lucas (Smyrna) and Jason Shepherd (LaVergne)
are doing a great job running these warehouses. Smyrna is operating extremely well
and we’re considering more growth options for that site.
Closer to home, I had the opportunity in June to visit with our regional office and
human resources managers at a USCS conference we held in Atlantic City, NJ. I must
add that their camaraderie and cooperation across the USCS network has resulted
in significant improvements in customer service, office management and human
resources growth. It’s a pleasure to get together with this group of professionals and
listen to their ideas for future growth and development.
As I sign off, I want to thank our associates and all my co-workers for their
support and dedication. I also want to thank our customers who make all
of this possible.

David M. Harlan
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WHAT’S NEW AT USCS

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

They say virtue is its own reward. Even so, others are acknowledging USCS’ many green activities and achievements.

To excel in our nation’s armed forces takes commitment to discipline, precision
and teamwork. Those skills also help any associate grow and excel within USCS.
That’s the story of Dan Regnart, a San Joaquin Valley, CA, native who served for
10 years in the US Marine Corps. Deployed twice to Al Anbar Province, Iraq (2006,
2008), Regnart provided direct logistical planning and support to US combat units
operating within the area.

USCS Among 2017 “Top Green Providers”
This June saw AC Business Media’s Food Logistics publication list USCS among its “2017 Top Green Providers.” This
year’s list showcased approximately 75 supply chain related companies including carriers, third party logistics (3PL)
firms, cold storage providers, technology companies and even pallet manufacturers. There were as many as 14 areas
of achievement criteria and Food Logistics recognized USCS for efforts involving alternative fuels and energy, facility
design, refrigeration and 3PL services.
“USCS is honored to be included as a Top Green Provider,” notes Mike Lynch, USCS Vice President of Engineering. “We
are proud of the hard work and forward thinking our employees put into their jobs daily and appreciate Food Logistics
and the industry recognition of those efforts.”

Dan Regnart

Regnart returned home to a nationwide recession after his second deployment. Yet rather than return to civilian life
with a job in construction, he wanted to establish a more stable career. That’s when Regnart spoke to his father-in-law
Jim Tiffany, who then was Superintendent at USCS Union City, CA.
Talk about good timing. USCS was growing—even during the recession—and expected in 2009 to build and open a
new Turlock, CA, facility in the San Joaquin Valley. Signing on in December 2008 as a Union City supervisor trainee,
Regnart quickly was able to interview and transfer over to Turlock as a Warehouse Coordinator.

USCS efforts and achievements include its continued innovation and focused use of CO2
refrigeration systems; new solar arrays, such as those at USCS Tulare, CA; and a LEED
Gold certified cold storage facility in Covington, TN.

2016-Present:
2014-2016:
2009-2014:
2008: 		
2008-2012:
2002-2012:

“USCS is a third-party logistics company offering highly reliable, cost effective
and environmentally sustainable solutions for the frozen and refrigerated food
industries,” Lynch concludes. “Our approach is to build high-quality warehouses
equipped with the newest, most efficient refrigeration technology available
and support strong local management teams who continuously measure and
improve performance.”

Operations Manager 				
USCS Tracy, CA
Inventory Control & Process Control Supervisor
USCS Turlock, CA
Warehouse Coordinator				
USCS Turlock, CA
Supervisor Trainee					
USCS Union City, CA
US Marine Corps Reserves
Landing Support Specialist / Staff Sergeant / US Marine Corps

Education:
2016-2018:
Bachelors of Business Administration (BBA), Operations
		
Management and Supervision, Cal State University, Stanislaus, CA
2012-2015:
Associates of Science, Business Administration, Modesto (CA) Junior College
o
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DC Power

Regnart says he quickly recognized similarities between his military service and USCS. “In the military you are
immersed into a very diverse organization at a young age. Military members come from many different backgrounds
and walks of life. We had to learn to overcome those differences and mold into a team so we could effectively
complete a mission or task,” he says. “I see and use the same approach daily at US Cold Storage. We all are very
different and unique from one another, but we all have the same goal of continually working to ensure that our
facilities and operations are representative of our commitment to be ‘Best in Cold.’”

Inverter

AC Power

o
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It wasn’t long then before USCS promoted Regnart to Inventory Control & Process Control Supervisor at Turlock.
And with additional West Coast operations expansion, the company was able once again to promote Regnart in
November 2016 to Operations Manager at nearby USCS Tracy, CA.
“Dan hit the ground running when he first arrived in Tracy and he hasn’t stopped,” notes Stan Moya, USCS Tracy
Vice President and General Manager. “Dan’s technology skills got us through a challenging time … working through
upgrades to hardware and software in the warehouse management system. His knowledge of warehouse operations
and people skills got us through this tough time and it’s his people skills that I like most.”
For his part, Dan says he likes the variation in his daily work.“I like that I am involved in and exposed to many different
areas of the business,” he says. “I can go from planning our shift structure to then immediately getting on a call
with a customer to help them find solutions to some of the challenges they face. Every day is different and a new
opportunity or project constantly presents itself.”
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CUSTOMER NEWS

FELLOWSHIP

USCS Lake City Earns Gorton’s Top Warehouse Honor

USCS Hosts Customers at “Windy City Open”

As a company, Gorton’s is committed to operational excellence. And every summer, this leading seafood processor
likes to call in the fleet—its fleet of supplier-partners—to discuss best practices and recognize top performance.

USCS hosted as many as 35 customers at this year’s 15th annual Windy City Open in mid-September in Chicago’s
western suburbs at the Eaglewood Resort and Spa, Itasca, IL.

This year’s Operations Conference in June saw Gorton’s recognize USCS Lake City, FL, as the seafood processor’s
2016-2017 “Warehouse Provider of the Year.” Competing against other sites nationwide, Lake City outperformed all
others in a measure of key performance indicators (KPIs). Those KPIs include shipping errors, dock cuts, lots adjusted,
outbound loading time, inbound loading time, adherence to shipping schedule, claims over 90 days, invoice accuracy,
rework timeliness, pallet quality and customer service.

“Although we call it the ‘Windy City Open,’ it started by inviting the customers who held product in our Midwest
and Northeast facilities—but were also based in one of those two regions,” notes David Carr, Director of Business
Development. “As USCS and our customer base has grown, we now have customers in
different parts of the country that are utilizing multiple sites—so we now include customers
from multiple regions.”

It was USCS Lake City’s second Gorton’s award—having won back in 2011-2012.

With the many customers from coast to coast, USCS brings in all of its business development
representatives, its General Managers from Midwest and Northeast facilities, area vice
presidents and senior corporate headquarters officials.

Sea FOOD. TAKE CARE OF FOOD

Attending the Gorton’s conference were Paul Boartfield, USCS Lake City General Manager; and Keith Mowery, Vice
President, Transportation & Logistics. Gorton’s executives included Judson Reis, President and CEO; Bruce Horne,
Transportation & Warehousing Manager; Lisa Webb, Vice President, Operations; and Matt Muniz, Director of
Distribution.
“Gorton’s and many core customers have a long-term partnerships at our Lake City facility,” notes Boartfield. “The
term ‘partner’ truly motivates our team to go above and beyond on all services for our customers. Last year was a
great year for our facility. Not only did we experience record volumes but we also were
able to help handle overflow inventory from other USCS facilities and achieve great
overall results. I would like to thank our operations and customer service representative
teams for their ongoing efforts to provide ‘Best in Cold’ service to all of our customers.”

WINDY CITY OPEN

This year’s event drew a total of approximately 70 people for an opening luncheon, golf and
a celebratory dinner.
“This event is about so much more than golf,” notes Carr (pictured right). “It promotes a
relaxing environment for us to get to know our customers on a personal level—outside
the day-to-day grind. In turn, it helps our customers get to know our USCS associates and also network with their
colleagues in the same industry.”

Speaking on behalf of Gorton’s, Horne congratulates USCS Lake City.
“Not only did USCS Lake City score high on most ‘block and tackling’ categories, but their
customer service differentiated them from their competitors,” he says. “We have a true
partnership with our friends at USCS and—whenever there’s any case where I have a say
about where we should store our product—I always choose a USCS facility. They truly are
best in class.”
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TRANSPORTATION &

LOGISTICS

Employer of Choice:

On Board. On Temp. On Time.

USCS Embraces Rotational Leadership Program

Since embracing its new promotional tagline, “Best in Cold,” USCS officials have revisited every facet of the business and
challenged themselves to redefine what that tagline means. It’s a compelling idea in that it reminds all stakeholders—
including internal associates and company customers—about what USCS strives to deliver and what sets it apart.
This even applies to Multi-Vendor Consolidation (MVC), a practice USCS has employed since 1976 to combine several
shippers’ outbound loads on the same truck—all so that customers can share less-than-truckload pricing. Interestingly
enough, USCS’ consolidation program has grown to where the company now manages nearly 1,200 frozen and
refrigerated loads each week and provides nationwide coverage with a network that meets customer needs.

It’s not surprising to say USCS strives to be a preferred vendor of choice to the nation’s food and beverage manufacturershippers. Of course that means USCS needs the most effective, efficient and innovative technologies at its disposal.

Starting this September, USCS began referring to its MVC
program and related offerings as USCS “COLDshare.”
“We wanted to more accurately describe the USCS
consolidation program. MVC is a generic transportation
term that means different things for different people or
programs and we wanted to have a unique brand that
customers would recognize as USCS specific,” says Keith
Mowery, Vice President of Transportation & Logistics.
“COLDshare represents our program—in that we are
specific to the cold chain and customers are sharing
trucks and the costs associated with that truck. In the
end, it means we can provide more efficient solutions
leading to lower costs as well as better sustainability for
transportation.” Coincidentally, USCS’ new transportation
management system, MercuryGate, also rolls out this fall.

Wendy Snoke, Senior Manager, Logistics Services, says individuals hired for this program
will develop leadership and technical skills during a three-year period across all functions
of the transportation and logistics department. These young professionals cycle through
four rotations that are each nine months in length with four areas of focus: Logistics
Services, Carrier Development, Transportation Systems and Transportation Operations.

USCS brands multi-vendor
consolidation program as “COLDshare”.

SHIPPER 3
Frozen Vegetables
SHIPPER 1
Frozen Breakfast
Items

SHIPPER 2
Frozen Bakery
Items

SHIPPER 4
Frozen Entrées

But in the end, it’s people that ultimately make a difference. That’s why USCS also strives to be
the employer of choice for a next generation of logistics professionals. In fact, this year
saw USCS’ Transportation & Logistics group introduce a “rotational leadership program”
as a new way to attract, engage and develop talent.

“We created this program in response to comments from recent college graduates as
well as direct feedback from universities such as Penn State, Temple and Rutgers,” says
Snoke. “Through recruiting and interviewing, we found that college graduates are drawn
to these types of programs for variety and exposure to different types of work.

NATALIE

LARSON

“By the end of the three-year program, individuals will have been exposed to four different positions, they will be
well trained in a variety of backgrounds and will have a better understanding of their interests, talents and
goals,” she adds. “After successful completion of the rotational program USCS will work with
the individuals to place them in a position that fits their talents and interests and aligns
with the needs of the company.”
USCS’ first hire and rotational leadership participant was Peter Rodriguez, a graduate
from Penn State University’s Supply Chain & Information Systems program and also
a prior USCS co-op student. Peter started in January 2017 in the Carrier Development
rotation located in Wilmington. In September 2017, Peter rotates into Transportation
Operations, also located in Wilmington. The next two hires into the program also are
Penn State graduates: Derek Layo and Natalie Larson. Derek started this June in the
Transportation Systems rotation located in Voorhees, NJ. Natalie Larson started in August
2017 in Wilmington, IL, in the Carrier Management rotation. She is following Peter as he
rotates into Transportation Operations, also located in Wilmington.

Derek
LAYO

Each rotation, individuals present to transportation leadership about what they learned
and developed. They also share ideas on improvement so USCS can make this the best
experience for future candidates. USCS plans to continue to fill these rotational positions into 2018 and will be
recruiting at Penn State, Rutgers and Temple during the fall and spring semesters.

“When placed into a full-time position, these individuals will have a complete understanding of how all functions in
transportation are interdependent and how they can positively impact each other, which will help with communication,
strategy development and customer service,” says Keith Mowery, Vice President of Transportation & Logistics. “This
will enable USCS to continually develop solutions in the future that help our customers succeed.”
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INFORMATION

PERSONNEL

TECHNOLOGY

UPDATES

Cold Comfort: IT Support Desk Improves, Rebrands & Rolls Out

USCS Bids Farewell to Clarke, Welcomes
Charles de Zoete

When you’re experiencing internal computer or technology issues, the last you thing you want is the cold shoulder.
Yet thankfully, USCS’ ColdCare help and support is just a phone call away.
This summer brought coast-to-coast travels for Information Technology Help Desk veterans Frederick Caracciolo,
Service Desk Lead; Nate Erlandson, Support Analyst and George Rivera, Tech Support. The three men traveled to
USCS operations and offices to unveil ColdCare, a new name for the company’s more robust I.T. ticketing system and
service desk hot line.
“The name ‘ColdCare’ coincides with a recent move we made to a new
helpdesk support system,” says Erlandson. “Since this move involved
a complete redesign of the way our users work in a support system,
giving the system a new name felt like a logical step in the process.”

This summer brought an important change at USCS’ head office. Effective August 1, the
company welcomed Charles de Zoete, a 20-year finance veteran, as USCS’ new Chief
Financial Officer. He succeeds Andrew Murray Clarke, who came to USCS in 2013.
Both moves are coordinated in part by USCS’ parent company, Swire Group.
De Zoete most recently was Financial Controller for Swire Pacific Offshore, based
in Singapore. Since leaving, Clarke has become Finance Director at The China
Navigation Company, another Swire Group company also based in Singapore.

De Zoete began his career in Finance and Accounting in the United Kingdom before joining the Swire Group in 2010.
Prior to Swire Pacific Offshore, de Zoete worked in the Corporate Finance Department of Swire Pacific Limited in
Hong Kong; and as the Finance Manager of Steamships Shipping in Papua New Guinea.

It certainly has been important to change and grow along with a
growing company. During the past five years, USCS’ operations, its
employee associates and technologies—all have grown considerably.
Fortunately, the company’s internal support has kept pace with a staff
that’s doubled from five people in 2012 to 10 people today. The group
now also includes two technicians trained just to service WMS/AS400
system administration calls.

“I am delighted to be joining USCS, a company with a long track record of operational
excellence and outstanding, reliable service provided to customers,” says de Zoete. “I
thoroughly look forward to being part of the team.”
Among those welcoming de Zoete to the company is USCS President & CEO David Harlan.
“It’s been a smooth hand over from Andrew Murray Clarke.” says Harlan. “It has been a
pleasure to get to know Charles in these recent weeks and we very much look forward
to the positive contribution he will make to our organization. I’m confident that he will
build on the success of the previous CFO and serve as a valuable resource for us all.”

At the end of the day, ColdCare team members are charged to help resolve all internal IT-related issues in a timely
and professional manner.
Having returned from their coast-to-coast ColdCare education visits, Caracciolo is quite excited about his team’s role.

Harlan also has kind parting words for Clarke.

“I enjoy being able to work on improvements to our IT support process,” he says. “Right now, there are a lot of
different things we want to do, and ColdCare is the first big step in that improvement process.”

ANDREW
MURRAY CLARKE

left to right:
Nate Erlandson
Fred Caracciolo
George Rivera
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CHARLES de ZOETE

“Andrew joined USCS in 2013 and succeeded Jim Slamon as our CFO. I worked with Jim
for more than 20 years and felt comfortable discussing sensitive matters with him as
a true confidant and advisor. In the four years I’ve worked with Andrew, I’m pleased
to say that he filled the CFO role extremely well. He knows the company and brings
significant value to the corporation.”

Clarke says he always carries many fond memories from USCS.
“It’s going to be hard to leave,” he says. “I’m proud to have been part of this team and USCS’s amazing growth story.
Since 2013, we have added new facilities in Dallas, Covington, Quakertown (2), Syracuse, Atlanta, Sacramento – in
addition to several expansions. I’m also proud that the company continues to invest in safety initiatives and green
projects.” Clarke concludes, “I’m going to miss the seasons (whereas in Singapore it’s the same weather every day,
365 days a year), although I’m not sure I’ll miss winters in the Northeast. I’ll miss Tony Picardo’s football pools during
fall, the Halloween costume competition and Mike Lynch competing to regain his “Wing Bowl” crown. I’ll also miss my
Voorhees Finance Department colleagues who’ve been such a great help for the last four years.”
USCS welcomes Charles and bids a fond farewell to Andrew!
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ENGINEERING

& SAFETY
USCS Earns Award for Natural Refrigerant Use
USCS’ motto is “Best in Cold.” Here’s a case where USCS indeed also proves it is best in class. Winners of the 2017
Accelerate America Awards—given for excellence in advancing the adoption of natural refrigerant-based technology
in North America—were profiled in the June-July 2017 issue of Accelerate America.

Do the “Write” Thing
In the world of operations and statistical process control,
they say “what gets measured gets managed.” That’s why
recordkeeping and reporting represent a critical functional
part of USCS’ daily operations.
Starting in 2013, USCS has had several warehouses
apply for certification according to the British Retail
Consortium (BRC) global standards program.
Standards that guarantee quality and safety.

USCS earned “Best in Sector/ Industrial” honors in the 2017 Accelerate America Awards. Other honorees include
Paul Anderson, senior director of engineering, Target (Person of the Year); Whole Foods Market (Best in Sector/
Food Retail); Nestlé (Best in Sector/Foodservice); and Hillphoenix
(Innovation of the Year for the AdvansorFlex). Awards were
presented at the ATMOsphere America 2017 conference, held
June 5-7 in San Diego.

In 2016, USCS had 24 sites audited and certificated
under the BRC Storage and Distribution Standard
(the Standard), Issue 2. By the end of 2017, the
company expects to add three more certified sites
(for a total of 27) adhering to an updated Issue 3
version of the BRC standard, which went into effect
in February 2017.

Attending the San Diego event was Mike Lynch, USCS Vice
President of Engineering (standing far right, in picture).

Derick Scott, USCS BRC & Food Safety Coordinator,
discusses the process and its benefits.

“As an industrial end-user of natural refrigerants (ammonia
and carbon dioxide) I am proud to represent United
States Cold Storage as being a leader within the field of
refrigeration and a leader among our peers,” he says.
“United States Cold Storage continues to promote the
use of natural refrigerants—including both ammonia
and carbon dioxide—and we apply each within its
relevant application. USCS will be installing its first low charge, centralized, ammonia system in a new warehouse
located in Laredo, TX. Low charge ammonia may allow USCS to operate well below the Federal 10,000 pound
inventory limit for anhydrous ammonia while minimizing any risks to our employees, our customers’ products and
the communities in which we operate.”

“It is a means of continuous improvement and ensures
we promote the best practices identified by the industry.
During the course of each audit, the auditor identifies areas
we could be better in. We take this feedback, determine
how we can improve what we are doing, put it into action
and share with our other facilities so all of them can see if
they can improve.” says Scott.
He adds, “Becoming certified on a globally recognized
standard like the BRC also reduces the need for our
customers to visit our facilities annually to perform their
own audits. It also serves as a selling point for our services.

We can show current and potential customers our
certifications and they can feel comfortable knowing we
are doing things the right way.”
NSF International is the certification body performing audits
for USCS. Scott notes the audit is normally conducted over
a day and a half (about 12 hours). The auditor reviews USCS
policies and procedures, pre-requisite programs,
HACCP plan and records for approximately
half of that time. The rest of the visit is spent
observing operations, inspecting the facility, and
interviewing staff to ensure what USCS says it
does in documentation—actually occurs.
Recertification must be completed annually.
For that matter, Scott is fixed on completing this
year’s audits—and he’s thinking ahead to next
year, as well.
“Our 2018 goals include continuing certification for the
27 sites already being audited, with the goal of improving
their scores where possible,” he says. “We also are looking
at our remaining facilities to see what we will need to do to
prepare them for certification in the future.”
“Many major retailers are pushing their suppliers and
distribution centers to be audited against a GFSI standard,”
Scott concludes. “This is requiring that the entire food
chain—from field to the table—become certified under a
GFSI recognized standard like the BRC. USCS chose to start
early before many of our customers began asking for it.”
CLICK HERE TO READ FULL ARTICLE

USCS Honors Safety Slogan Banners
USCS’ first national safety slogan contest truly was a
coast-to-coast affair– drawing over 500 submissions
from Associates. Local, regional and national
judges selected one from California and one from
Pennsylvania to be displayed for the next year.
Winning slogans were created by Matthew Guro,
Quakertown (PA) West, and Jeffrey Bagby from Tulare
(CA) South.
First to adorn warehouse walls was Matthew’s slogan (see
photo), which incorporates the USCS letters. Appearing
this December will be Jeffrey’s.
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For her part, Lisa Battino, CSP, USCS Director of Regulatory
Compliance and Safety, congratulates everyone who
submitted nominations.
“Engaging team members in our safety program is one
of the greatest way to prevent accidents,” she says. “With
your participation and support, USCS will continue to be
‘Best in Cold’ and ‘Best in Safety.’”
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USCS

REGIONAL REVIEW
WEST
USCS Tulare North, CA, surpassed 1 million man
hours with no lost-time accidents.

NORTHEAST
USCS Bethlehem (PA) Miller Circle, held a themed
employee picnic for the July 4th Independence Day
holiday. The facility’s “Spirit Committee” created a candy
diorama in honor of the holiday and employees wearing
red, white or blue could guess about the amount of
candies used. Committee members are CSR team
reps Mardeliz Rivera, Brittney Faust, Enid Rivera, and
Supervisor Lynette Espinosa.

USCS Turlock, CA, hosted a tour for summer
session students from the University of CaliforniaMerced campus. USDA sponsored the tour with a
grant as a way to encourage students—currently
enrolled in engineering or technology tracks—
to focus on agriculture in the Central Valley.
Ronald McDonald House Central Valley in Fresno
provides a place for parents and families to stay
while their children receive treatment at Valley
Children’s Hospital. USCS Fresno, CA, employees
recently prepared lunch for those visiting
families. Participating USCS employees were Kris
Sali, Andre Silverio, Fernando Rico, Brian Gill,
FuChee Yang, Damon Wade, Christian Martinez,
Alycia Campos and Leah Adona. In other news,
Adriana Chavero, Human Resource ManagerSouthern Central Valley; and FuChee Yang,
USCS Fresno Human Resources Administrator
participated at the Fresno City College Career
and Job Expo.

VOORHEES, NJ/HEAD OFFICE
Dave Arnett has joined corporate engineering
as Project Engineer.
USCS’ corporate engineering department
hired Chad Bowen as Program ManagerAutomation & Innovation and reports to Vice
President of Engineering Mike Lynch. Chad
previously worked with USCS from 20122013 with warehouse management systems.
Headquarters office employees participated
in an animal shelter fundraiser race called
“Rascal’s Run.” Lauren Fitzpatrick, Logistics
Systems Support Analyst, finished second
overall and Nate Erlandson, I.T. Support
Analyst, came in second for his age group.
USCS University Track 3 Zeta group
employee-students completed their threecourse training program and graduated
September 29, 2017.

MID-ATLANTIC
On September 7, USCS Harrisonburg, VA,
celebrated its 10th anniversary since joining USCS.
Jesse Hooks, USCS VP-Mid Atlantic Region, joined
the celebration, which featured a catered meal and
free USCS logo shirts for all employees.

MIDWEST
USCS Wilmington, IL, held its annual facility picnic in conjunction
with the Joliet Slammers minor league baseball game at Silver Cross
Field in Joliet, IL. The event drew approximately 250 employees
and their family members. It was “Star Wars” night at the ball park!
USCS Omaha (NE) 30th Street celebrated the retirement of Mike
Bustos. Mike joined the company on September 27, 1971 and he
retired-as one of the longest tenured company employees—on
July 31, 2017. Mike say he plans to spend more time with his family
and grandchildren as well as golfing.
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SOUTHEAST
USCS Covington, TN, held a company picnic on August 5 for all
employees. In other news, a Phase II expansion there is coming along
and slated for completion this January.
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FACILITY SPOTLIGHT

FRESNO, CA

USCS Fresno is located in the middle of California’s
Central Valley with more than 65,000 racked
pallet positions. This modern facility is close to the
Intermodal yard and proud to be BRC certified.

USCS Fresno
2525 East North Avenue
Fresno, CA 93725

uscold.com

FACILITY SPECIFICATIONS
• Cubic feet: 14,100,000
• Temperature range: +36°F to -55°F
• USDA inspected
• BRC certified

